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Planescape 5e adventures

It's time to grab the portal keys and set in time and space because you've found one of the most favorite D&amp;D settings and styles. Back in the days of ancient (1994), the plane impressed players with fantastic art and near endless possibilities. It's easy to get lost and tangled along planar paths
though, so follow a few tips in this simple guide as you planeswalk to your next campaign destination. What do I need for planescape? So, I have some good news and bad news for DMs seeking to launch an airplane adventure. First, the bad news is that there hasn't been official planescape TTRPG
material released since all the way back in the 2nd edition. This means there is no 5e Planescape material. The good news is that D&D did not give up Planescape, he more kind of integrated it. Cosmology of big wheels, interior and open airplanes, Sigil city doors, all of them just part of D&D canon and
how the universe works in forgotten realms. Most concepts and places have made the transition through the publication essentially intact. This means that while there is no firm additional rule set to add to your games, you also don't need to do additional work to make them fit as they are already there. If
you want to just get inspired for your next game, Planescape's campaign settings, Cage: A Guide to Sigile, and Manifest Factol are the core of the books you want to get into settings. They're not necessary for a planary adventure, but for planescape adventures they'll have all the settings, characters and
wonderful art you'll need. If you can't find paper copies (im more than 20 years old after all), can you still get PDF copies of them on the DM Guild. Want creatures and enemies from planes but made for 5e? Mordenkainen's Tome foes includes many planary monsters to include in your campaign. Big
wheel If you've been scratching your head about planes in general, it's all going to be new to you. If, however, you are a veteran player who knows all about the big wheel, there are a few minor changes that have been made as the editions have gone on. What is the Big Wheel? The Big Wheel is the
pervasive cosmology of the Forgotten Kingdoms universe, it covers all those planes you constantly know about. Each of these planes is an absolutely incredible environment in itself, but let's make a quick run-up just for us all on the same page. In the center of the large wheel is the main material of the
plane. This is your standard adventurous setting, which you've probably played all your games so far. Then you have two transit planes, an airplane and an Astral plane. The ether plane seems like nothing that connects everything, and some common spells even allow you to enter the ethereal plane.
Then you have an astral plane that you can kind of think of as space, or endless emptiness. Astral plane combined with a dream some time ago, so it's also technical where your dreams happen! Typically, both transit planes are empty, the ether plane usually only has things temporarily passing through it,
and the astral plane has only a rare piece of something from another plane floating in it. Then we have parallel planes, Fairwild and Tignfell. The two are still a reflection of the material plane, shly with some positive and negative energy, respectfully. They are indistinguishable from the material plane, but
only in the cosmological sense. Outside of those, we have internal aircraft that include four main elements (Earth, water, fire and air) of positive and negative energy planes, and an absolute ton of steam and quasi planes that exist where these planes meet (so, like where fire and water planes meet, you
get plane steam). Finally, you get to the edge of the big wheel, outer planes, one for each alignment and a few variations in these. These are all potential consequences, so you get a few variations of heaven and hell, as well as a range of intriguing afterlives that are as rich and complex as the material
plane. If you want to develop your own planning campaign, I highly recommend you dig at least a couple of these planes that interest you and figure out where you want your narrative to go. And of course you have to start at Sigil, City Door. Sigil, city door Sigil was designed as a kind of center of the world
for the entire universe. He claims to be at the literal center of the universe (though it's controversial), and it's easy to see why. The whole city is a massive magic ring that floats over an infinitely tall spire. The only way in or out of Sigil is through interplanetary portals, and without a magic portal key you
have no way out, lending it the nickname Cage. Sihil is like the Citadel from Mass Effect, broken up alongside Mos Eisley Cantina. Literally anyone from all over the multiverse can show up there, and you can expect to see a hundred different types of creatures that just walk down the street and some of
which have probably already taken your pockets. Sigil is the center of literally countless portals run by Sihil's mysterious ruler, The Lady of Pain. These portals lead to each plane in multifaceted and often open, loved ones or move according to lady pain's will. Anything that could be a portal key for these
interplanetary gateways is literally everything. Buzzing right melody near the right wall, stub candles, broken sword fragment. Sigil's leader's cryptic methods are confusing and ineffective and are also the perfect way to get players to Sigil no matter where they were and what they were doing. Sigil (or other
similar hubs) is a very big part of what distinguishes the adventure of an airplane, besides one that just jumps between a pair of planes. There's this sense of being able to literally go anywhere and do whatever's worrying and overwhelming. Even You want to avoid the established canons if you plan to do
a planning campaign, it's a sense of sized freedom and excitement that you'll need to capture. I could fill this article a hundred times more with things about sigil (and you should definitely read on it), but for now here's a version of the cliff notes: Functionally infinite mega-city, it can contain any crazy
creature or character you can come up with. The city of Sigil is a cage if you don't have a portal key that can be all you like DM feel like doing it. You can create adventures anywhere in multifaceted and still head back to the same hub world at the end of an adventure. Infinity X Infinity Thus, you have an
infinite variety of potential characters, in a setting that involves essentially endless places and adventures that can go essentially anywhere. This is both the appeal of the campaign plane and the biggest problem with it. Planning a campaign with full planar freedom is difficult, especially if they know enough
about local historians to know what to ask for and look for. I've seen quite a few glimmer campaigns go up in smoke because DM burns out or surrenders. You can't plan infinity, you just can't. There are several ways to proceed to fix this. First, if you only have one shot of a planning campaign, go for it.
There's no need to figure out a big big branched narrative if you're only there for a session or two. There's something to be said to just throw a party at Sigil and see what they do. Secondly, if you are the kind of DM who is particularly adept at making adventures on the fly, go for it! Maybe there are a few
potential storylines in your back pocket for big planes, a couple for Sigil, and just see where the adventure takes them. You need a master to weave your plot through several planes and with this level of player freedom, but the man these adventures are memorable and fun. Finally, the most likely solution
is to limit your player's travels by limiting portal keys. Planescape has a well-built constraint system just for this purpose. Want your players to go into a plane of fire? Guess what portal key they find. Don't want them to just go on an astral plane yet? Whoops that key to the astral plane is confident, elusive
today. I know it sounds a lot like a railroad (and it kind of is), but if you're trying to weave any narrative, you'll need those restrictions to lead your party at least in the likeness of the right direction. I advise maintaining some of that freedom, and giving your players options, but no more than you can have
plans for. Give players access to 2 or 3 portal keys at a time. Maybe only one continues your narrative thread, maybe they all will, but there's at least something partially planned for everyone and let your players get that sense of planar freedom. Enjoy this guide? You may also like: Think of other classes?
with our giant D&amp;D list 5e Tools and Tips here. Hungry adventures? Ur Ur will love these D&amp;D game night snack recipes need new dice? Check out our land and dragon bones here. New to find D&amp;D Group? Read our guide on how to find D&amp;D Group. Last updated: January 27, 2019
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